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The Child with Multiple Birth Defects.

2nd edition. M M Cohen. (L65.00.) Oxford:
Oxford University Press. 1996. ISBN
0-19-509926-5.

This is a new and extensively rewritten
edition of a respected textbook. Dr Cohen
has significantly reorganised and updated the
book to reflect the monumental changes
which have occurred in the field since the first
edition was published in 1982. The book
begins with essential chapters on nomencla-
ture, followed by chapters on possible ap-
proaches to the clinical assessment of dys-
morphic patients, basic genetics, teratology,
syndrome classification, delineation and diag-
nosis, abnormal growth and development,
mental retardation, and finally on psychologi-
cal and social implications of birth defects. It
has no pretensions towards being a compre-
hensive atlas of birth defect syndromes.
Instead, as Robert Gorlin states in the
foreword, it is a great "how-to" book. Dr
Cohen clearly describes a rational, critical
approach to the problems of syndrome
delineation and diagnosis. In every chapter
there are concepts which will allow the reader
to refine his or her own diagnostic skills, to
understand the fundamental processes by
which new syndromes are delineated, and to
be better equipped to appraise the publica-
tions in the field critically. Throughout, the
book is highly readable and the text is
supplemented by many informative and often
entertaining illustrations. There is a school of
thought which says that great dysmorpholo-
gists are born rather than made. This book
will certainly help those of us lacking the req-
uisite genes to reach a competent level.

Subceilular Biochemistry. Biology of the
Lysosome, volume 27. Editors J B Lloyd, R
W Mason. (Pp 416; $189.00.) New York:
Plenum Press. 1996. ISBN 0-306-45440-8.

The lysosome is an important cellular
organelle involved in the intracellular diges-
tion of macromolecules. When something
goes wrong with this system, such as the defi-
ciency of a specific lysosomal enzyme (there
are over 40) or transport protein, the
organelle becomes "constipated". The seri-
ousness of this constipation is illustrated by
the severity of the various resulting lysosomal
storage disorders, many of which are associ-
ated with debilitating neurodegenerative dis-
orders.

This well written and timely account of the
lysosome is divided into three parts which
deal with the delivery routes to the lysosome,
its metabolic processes, and its role in the
cellular environment. The life history of the
lysosome and its dynamic relationship with
the endosome and other vesicular compo-
nents is discussed initially. A fully functional
lysosome contains its own complement of
enzymes and macromolecular substrates in
an acidic environment. The process by which
proteins are taken up into the lysosome is a

complex but ordered one which may or may
not involve the mannose-6-phosphate recep-
tor. Our understanding of this process is cru-
cial ifwe are ever to succeed in treating these
disorders by enzyme replacement therapy. As
well as the various uptake processes which are

discussed, there are chapters on the lyso-
somal metabolism of proteins, glycoconju-
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ve any other to see throughout the book. I can vouch that
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